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Abstract— Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) refers to short-range, wireless communications near or inside a 
human body. WBAN is emerging solution to cater the needs of local and remote health care related facility. Medical and 
non-medical applications have been revolutionarily under consideration for providing a healthy and gratify service to the 
humanity. This article addresses the security issues and requirements in WEBANs. 
Introduction 
Wireless communication brought numerous benefits to our society. Technology up 
gradation has made this communication possible by the help of 4G, LTE-A, 5G and so on. 
Recently, Machine to Machine (M2M) communication has been a favorite area of research in 
past few decades. Communication between machines and the human was next destination. 
Low power, lightweight and miniature physiological sensors has made it possible to connect 
them to form a Body Area Network (BAN). This connection is supplemented by the wireless 
technology and the WBAN is formed. WBAN comprises multiple sensors to sample, process 
and communicate vital sign like heart beat rate, vascular blood pressure and/or blood oxygen 
saturation. Same can be done by the sensors for environmental parameters like location, 
temperature, humidity and light.  
A Denial-of-Service attack DoS is such kind of attack which targeting the accessibility of 
network system resources for other legitimate users [1]. In other kinds of attacks, the 
information is stolen or changes the data but DoS attack aim is slow down or takes down 
system resources for other users. The attackers' goals are diverse; he does that for simple fun 
or financial gain and ideology. The first step in denial of service (DoS) attack is generating 
high rate malicious traffic [2]; direct that malicious traffic flow towards victim network or 
resources' and consuming computing resources of target exhaustively. Therefore legitimate 
users are not able to access the system resources [3]. 
DoS attacks influence all organizations of the world. They can target all 7 layers of OSI 
model from physical layer a to the application layer. The difficult part of DoS attack is 
detection because traffic type seems legitimate traffic to the system resources [4].  
There are two types of DoS attacks. A (non-distributed) DoS attack and distributed DoS 
attack. In non-distributed DoS attack, an attacker uses a single machine's to overwhelm 
another machine. If target machine powerful then this type of attack doesn't affect target 
system. While in distributed DoS case, the attacker originates from multiple computers 
simultaneously, focus on single or multiple machines, therefore, causing the victim's 
resources exhaustion [5]. 
 
Figure 1 DoS Attack 
Security Issues and Requirements 
A WBAN is a special type of network which shares some characteristics with 
traditional WSNs but differs in many others such as strict security and low-power 
consumption. It is mandatory to understand the type of WBAN applications before 
the integration of a suitable security mechanism. The correct understanding will lead 
us towards a strong security mechanism that will protect the system from possible 
threats. The key security requirements in WBANs are discussed below. 
2.1. Data Confidentiality 
Like WSNs, Data confidentiality is considered to be the most important issue in 
WBANs. It is required to protect the data from disclosure. WBANs should not leak patient’s 
vital information to external or neighbouring networks. In medical applications, the nodes 
collect and forward sensitive data to the coordinator. An adversary can eavesdrop on the 
communication, and can overhear the critical information. This eavesdropping may cause 
severe damage to the patient since the adversary can use the acquired data for many illegal 
purposes. The standard approach to protect the data secure is to encrypt it with a secure key 
that can only be decrypted by the intended receivers. The use of symmetric key encryption is 
the most reliable for WBANs since public-key cryptography is too costly for the energy-
constraint sensor nodes. 
2.2. Data Integrity 
Keeping the data confidential does not protect it from external modifications. An 
adversary can always alter the data by adding some fragments or by manipulating the data 
within a packet. This packet can later be forwarded to the coordinator. Lack of data integrity 
mechanism is sometimes very dangerous especially in case of life-critical events (when 
emergency data is altered). Data loss can also occur due to bad communication environment. 
2.3. Data Authentication 
It confirms the identity of the original source node. Apart from modifying the data 
packets, the adversary can also change a packet stream by integrating fabricated packets. The 
coordinator must have the capability to verify the original source of data. Data authentication 
can be achieved using a Message Authentication Code (MAC) (to differentiate it from 
Medium Access Control (MAC), the Message Authentication Code (MAC) is represented by 
bold letters) that is generally computed from the shared secret key. 
2.4. Data Freshness 
The adversary may sometimes capture data in transit and replay them later using the old 
key in order to confuse the coordinator. Data freshness implies that the data is fresh and that 
no one can replay old messages. There are two types of data freshness: weak freshness, which 
guarantees partial data frames ordering but does not guarantee delay, and strong freshness, 
which guarantees data frames ordering as well as delay. 
2.5. Secure Localization 
Most WBAN applications require accurate estimation of the patient’s location. Lack of 
smart tracking mechanisms allow an attacker to send incorrect reports about the patient’s 
location either by reporting false signal strengths or by using replaying signals. 
2.6. Availability 
Availability implies efficient availability of patient’s information to the physician. The 
adversary may target the availability of WBAN by capturing or disabling a particular node, 
which may sometimes result in loss of life. One of the best ways is to switch the operation of 
a node that has been attacked to another node in the network. 
2.7. Secure Management 
Secure management is required at the coordinator to provide key distribution to the 
nodes for encryption and decryption operation. In case of association and disassociation, the 
coordinator adds or removes the nodes in a secure manner. 
How does an attack work? 
1) The first attacker chose to find the goals and system for the attack. Then he discovers 
the target network and calculated all the limitations of network and system resources.  
2) After first phase an attacker floods company’s network or system with useless and 
malicious information [6]. 
3) Since Network and system can only handle a limited amount of traffic and an 
attacker overloads the targeted system with the unlimited amount of traffic. 
4) Denial-of-service attacks disable the computer or the network partially or completely 
depending on the nature of the enterprise [7].  
For example in authentication flood, the users send an authentication request to AP, AP 
respond with approval if there is space for approving. If the user has malicious intention then 
he can flood the AP by sending the flood of authentication request which causes AP to 
respond and hence others nodes of the network face DoS [8]. 
Attack Types 
1. Packet Internet or Inter-Network Groper (Ping) Flood Attack or (ICMP echo) 
2. (synchronization)SYN Flood Attack (DoS attack) 
3. DDoS Attack (Distributed SYN Flood) 
4. Land Attack (Local Area Network Denial) 
5. Authentication request flood 
6. Association request flood 
7. CTS Flood attack 
8. RTS DoS Attack 
9. Beacon Flood 
3.1 Ping Flood Attack (ICMP echo) 
 
In Ping flood attack, the attacker focus is network bandwidth. An attempt by an 
attacker on a network focus is bandwidth, fill a network with ICMP echo request 
packets in order to slow or stop legitimate traffic going through the network. As 
shown in fig 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2Ping Flood Attack 
  
Ping is a basic network program, which used for checking that system is alive to receive 
data or not. When a system receives the Ping message, the system must reply if it alive and 
active. Ping flood is also known as ICMP flood, To create DoS in the network, the attacker 
sends thousands of ping messages to victim node and victim node just only busy with 
responding that he is alive. At that time victim system are not able to process the other nodes 
information. Victim system is even not able to receive other data in worst case scenario. [10] 
3.2 SYN Flood Attack 
SYN messages are exchanges when a client needs to connect to a server in TCP.  The 
user sends an SYN message, in response server send back SYN-ACK message [11]. In SYN 
flood attacker sends so many SYN requests that the system is notable for other nodes to 
respond. Since the server is busy with the reply to malicious SYN message and legitimate 
users are in the waiting stage. As explained in fig 3. [9] 
 
 
Figure 3 SYN Flood Attack 
3.3 DDoS Attack 
Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) is such kind of DOS attack there are many step 
stone systems are used for generating malicious traffic and after that directed the flow of 
malicious traffic to the victim system and that cause a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. As 
shown in fig 4 
 Figure 4 DDoS Attack Flow of traffic 
 
 
3.3.1 How DDoS Attacks Work 
There are three steps to launch the DDoS attack [12]. The main goal of the attacker is 
launching a large traffic and makes that flow direction towards victim system. For that, he 
first compromised many other systems called zombies. They are compromised using Trojans, 
infected system with malicious software and getting control of that zombie system. Using 
zombies having many advantages for the attacker, it's become impossible to block all 
zombies IPs addresses after detection. Each zombie generated traffic and direct that flow 
towards the victim. Even zombies detected attacker ID can't be detected.  [13] 
To handle zombies there is a controller in the second step.  This may be also a 
compromised system or a system used by attacker temporarily.  Controller, take instruction 
from an attacker, like how many zombies would be involved and for how much time, also 
malicious traffic format.  Even victim find the controller, attackers ID are still hidden from 
the victim. The zombies and controller are used as step stone in the above two phases. The 
third step is traffic directed towards the victim [14]. 
3.3.2 Types of DDoS Attacks 
 There are many types of DDoS attacks. Common attacks include the following: 
• Traffic attacks: In traffic attacks, the DDoS traffic is legitimate traffic like TCP, 
UDP, and ICMP. It's impossible for the victim to distinguish among malicious traffic 
and legitimate traffic because traffic pattern is same as like legitimate traffic.  That’s 
preventing legitimate user to access the system or network [15].  
• Bandwidth attacks: In that kind of attack attacker's aim is bandwidth only. So he 
fills the bandwidth with junk data. Traffic can be easily distinguished by victims but 
the amount of traffic is so much that it can't be handling [16].  
• Application attacks: In application attack, the attacker exploited the application layer 
and resource unavailable for legitimate users after malicious traffic. Application 
layers distributed data to system resources.  
3.3.3 Land Attack (Local Area Network Denial) 
• It’s an old kind of attack. In land attack, the attackers send malicious packets such that 
it has the same source and destination address.  Both host and source addresses are 
victim addresses.  It's mostly used in local area networks. The victim system is lock 
up after getting that packets and response to itself and loop continue until system 
detected or shutdown. As shown in fig 5. 
 
Figure 5 Land Attack (Local Area Network Denial) 
3.3.4 Authentication request flood 
• A node after listening bacon sends authentication request to AP, to associate itself 
with AP.  
• AP maintains a state table, where there is the list of authenticated nodes.   
• There are two kinds of effects of such DoS attack, First AP affected, because commit 
its normal operation and serve the request, when the request is too much, AP only will 
do the job maintaining the state table.  The second effects are legitimate users when 
state table is filled by malicious requests, there would be no space for accepting more 
legitimate requests.  State table also has limitations.  Shown in fig 6. 
• In that kind of attack attacker first, need to spoof the MAC of others node. So it's little 
difficult to launch if there is the proper mechanism of protection for MAC addresses. 
[17] 
 
Figure 6 Authentication request flood 
3.3.5 Association request flood 
• After authentication, there is association step, in association step AP associate a client 
and make the entry in the association table. But this association is also vulnerable to 
DoS.  There is de-authentication packet after authentication from AP if that de-
authentication packet is spoofed and an attacker crack passwords then he can also 
reach to the association table. As shown in fig 7. 
• That table also has limits and if requests are beyond the limit of an associated table, 
there would defiantly a DoS attack.  
• It's harder to launch, because of the authentication step. An attacker must cross the 
authentication step [18]. 
•  
Figure 7 Association request flood 
•  
3.3.6 CTS Flood attack 
• IEEE 802.11 set standard for wireless networks. As we discussed in the previous 
chapter, first there is RTS, followed by CTS, then DATA and ACK frame. 
• Other nodes after listening CTS just update NAV and stay in quite a mood and start 
sensing media after CTS maintained time duration.   
• This behavior can be exploited by an attacker, if an attacker sends CTS to others after 
the interval to others node, other nodes would be in quite a state after receiving.    
•  If the sending malicious CTS are back to back, no other node is able to send data. As 
shown in fig 8.  
• There is also possible that CTS sender node increase the duration and nodes goes in 
the quiet state for the extra time.[17] 
 3.3.7 RTS DoS Attack 
• RTS frame includes Frame Control, Duration, RA, TA, and FCS. By sending RTS 
frames mentioning large transmission duration, an attacker reserves the wireless 
medium for the overdue time and forces others wireless stations sharing the RF 
medium to delay their transmissions. As shown in fig 9.[18] 
 
 
Figure 9 RTS Flood 
 
3.3.8 Beacon Flood 
Wireless clients can detect the presence of access points by listening for the beacon 
frames transmitted from APs.  Beacon flood is launched by an attacker in such way, that first 
he generates thousands of malicious beacons around legitimate [20] AP that made difficult 
for the individual station to find the legitimate AP for the association. As shown in fig 10. 
Figure 8CTS Flood attack 
 
 Figure 10 Beacon Flood 
Damage & Costs 
1. Other affecting: There are many costs associated with denial-of-service attacks. Like 
an attacker target the server, when server down, it does not only effect the server but 
also other users and sites associated with that victim server [19]. 
2. Bandwidth wastage: Network resources are shared among many stations. Like 
bandwidth. If attacker launches DDoS attack it does not only affect the target because 
of wastage of bandwidth and that also slow down the activity of non-victim systems 
[21].   
3. Extra network channels: To detect the attack users must use extra resources only to 
handle and prevent their system from such kind of attacks. Like emailing, making 
logs etc. 
4. Insurance& Bandwidth cost: As in international market we pay per byte. In DoS 
attack case the traffic is very high from normal traffic and that also increases the 
bandwidth cost.   
How to handle DoS 
• Protecting: The first step should be protected in such kind of attack, protection 
mechanism should be installed by ISP, and there should be an agreement between 
ISP, an insurance policy. Most of the people do that after learning a lesson.   
• Detecting: If you detect properly then you would be able to respond accurately. For 
detection, there should be proper check and balance on log system, traffic pattern, 
updated blacklist and all updated detection software [28].  The attacker use different 
mechanism to launch the attack. So maybe detection not helps out in some kind of 
attacks [22].   
• Reacting: Reaction step comes when there is no proper protection and detection 
mechanism.  In that step there would some technical steps which are mostly 
implemented, are informing ISP,  start backup system and moving data to the backup 
system, decreasing the incoming traffic, applying available data content filters on 
incoming traffic, redirecting traffic, shut downing after data is moved. [30][23] 
Available Solutions 
• The DoS attacks at the MAC layer discussed here are very common in the IEEE 
802.11 standard networks. 
• The attacker exploited mostly the non-implementation of the authentication method 
for management and control frames.  
• Mostly available solutions are cryptographically protecting of management and 
control frames. In that method first step is finding the vulnerability on the basis of 
cryptography and then the possible solution to mitigate these attacks.   
• IEEE made an amendment to the original standard IEEE 802.11 and releases a new 
standard 802.11w.It included the security features for management frames like data 
confidentiality, data origin authenticity, and replay protection [27]. 
• But for control frames, there are still no cryptographic protection schemes at the 
MAC layer. So control frames are still vulnerable to DoS attack. An attacker can 
easily exploit the control frame by spoofing them and then use for resource 
exhaustion.   
• The de-authentication vulnerability, in particular, can be fixed by authenticating 
control frames explicitly [26][31]. 
• De-authentication flooding, in particular, can be mitigated by delaying the effect of 
requests [33][34].   
• In RTS DoS attack, the network performance can be restored back by Reevaluate 
RTS Duration (RRD) technique [25].   
• MAC address spoofing can be protected if there is incrimination mechanism 
implanted in firmware in each node [32]. When a node sends its MAC address there 
would incrimination after next frame by sender node.  Since firmware functionality 
of wireless card can't be changed by an attacker. The receiver will only accept and 
response such frames which have incremented MAC [24] [29].   
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